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record of lconflict, division and disintegration is nothing to be proud of.
Pity Peking! This is the first ti
that the Western Press and its minions
in the underdeveIo
d, or, as the euphemism would
ave It, t e developing world, and the Socialist Press have combined to train their g~s
on what. was supposed to be the second bi est Socialist country III the
wor
tl
e ot er day. For, when the Chinese began to use the gunpowder they had invented against the Kre)Illin, the Russians h
n
~~cepted as almost respectable fellow-travellers even by the Yankees: This
uni ue combmatIon of the bour eois and the Socialist Press has ro uced
the usual casualty, which is
)
We have been told that the wicked old man Mao is a dictator who
has the army on his side. If so, the power struggle in China could have
been solved so easily. The President and his supporters could have been
whisked away at midnight and sent into that undiscovered country from
Whose
bourne no traveller returnS--except when their images are rehabilitated after years; they could have been denounced as anti-party people at
a party caucus and then the whole pack let loose after them. There are
many other ways, which need not be discussed here but which are within
the frame work of 'socialist legality'.
But what is happening in China does not fit in with this all too
familiar framework.
Mao Tse-tung believes that revolution is a continuous
process, involving ceaseless struggle against. the remnants of bourgeois
modes of production and thought, against contradictions within the people.
These contradictions are not, up to a point, antagonistic, and should be
resolved with the active participation
of millions.
This mass participation, at times unruly and unpredictable,
has characterised the course of
the revolution in China ever since the Communist stormed into power in
1950, and has stopped the party from turning into a racket clinging to
the plums of power. Balance-imbalance-balance
has been the Maoist
methOd' a method which is likely to unnerve other 'fraternal' parties in
affluent Europe, which are busy manufacturing a new bureaucracy of technocrats and industrial managers.
~
The latest developments in China have been turbulent because they
have begun to affect entrenched inter~sts at various levels. The spectacular advance in the nuclear field, together with &trenuous efforts in industry, has no doubt imposed strains which call for much greater austerity
and discipline.
It must not be forg-otten that over the years the Chin~e
0
have sweated and toiled to achieve sel£-sufficien<;,y. Sections of the peoP!~i .
ere tending to rest on their oars and. when asked not to tak'
\'"
way, which, accordin
to Mao Tse-tun'
. r se ath to th ~
ret.urn of capitalism, were getting ~tless.
It goes to the credit of the
dominant leadership in China that this resistance of 'Sections of the
people has not been so far put down by naked forces, that it has been
met by other;;thods.
~To that extent the Chinese experiment has be~n
unique.) But acts of sabotage and clashes between workers and the Red
Guard-r and t.he stubbornness of the opposing faction-did
it get a broad
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is happening in China is agitating millions 'of readers, beWHATwildered
or happy according to their creed, in a country whose
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hint from CPSU Central
Commit"':) tee's resolution call in for the over{ tfiIow 0
~
?-mean
that hars er ays are ahead.
There should,
however, be no doubt that the Chinese leadership will be able to sort
out the situation-unless
external
provocation
intervenes, overland, by
sea or by air.

Johnson's Response
When we commented last week on
the absence of any positive response
from Washington
to what was widely
considered
the clearest sign from
Hanoi of the latter's desir~ tor peace,
we hardly expected the response to
come in such openly menacmg form
as it took in Ivlr Johnson's State of
the
Union
message.
We
rather
thought
that the U.S. Government
would hedge and prevaricate,
but
Johnson lett nobody in doubt about
his intentions.
He did not even pretend that he wanted
the Vietnam
issue to be settled peacefully.
Military pressure,
he said, must and
would be sustained in Vietnam until
the enemy realized that the war was
costing him more than he could hope
to gain.
The pressure, in fact, would
now be still greater ~nd his Great
Society would have to find more
money to finance the massacre of an
Asian nation.
Individual
Americans
may resent the new tax rise, but there
is no doubt that Johnson will be able
to raiie the .$25 million which he
plans to spend next year on bringing
death and devastation to Vietnam.
The Americans have gone on escalating the war, finding new and increasingly
savage means of killing
and destruction.
In one of their
latest operations, they have been systematically
burning houses and destroying suspected Vietcong positions
in an area nicknamed the Iron Triangle. "The idea of the game", said
an American spokesman with characteristic relish, "is to clean out the
whole area and all homes and fortifications will be ploughed
into the
ground",
The demonstratively
wifeloving,
mother-fearing
and
childkissing Americans have neither
the
time nor the intention
to find out
how many women and children they
kill or maim in the process.
The
homes they destroy may be ordinary
villagers who have had nothing to do
with the fighting in Vietnam, but no
matter, they too must be shot or
burnt in the great American crusade
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for peace and freedom.
It is the
freedom of such people,
we have
been told, that the Americans have
pledged themselves to defend.
Hanoi has no illusions about American intentions;
that is why it has
paid so little attention
to the socalled peace moves initiated
by different people.
From time to time
some people,
exuding an excess of
humanitarian
concern, have regretted
its intransigence;
even these naive
souls should now be disillusioned
about Johnson's aims. As Mr Harrison Salisbury,
of The New York
Times) has repeatedly testified in his
recent despatches, Dr Ho and his
people have no doubt that the situation may become much worse before
it takes a turn for the better; when
they say that they are prepared for
a long war they know what this
means.
Theirs is no empty rhetoric,
even if they do not have even a fraction of Johnson's
resources.
They
are badly in need of continued assistance from other Socialist countries in
keeping their economy going and sustaining
the national defence effort.
We do not know whether the supplies have been adequate, nor whether they will be maintained
at the
necessary.level.
But the real strength
of Dr Ho's Vietnam lies in the will
of its people, which will survive all
the savagery of American aggression.
The Americans have yet to learn
what the French discovered years ago.

A correspondent writes:
It is a good thing that it will cost
the Americans more to back up the
President's
Vietnam
megalomania.
A surtax
of 6 per cent across-theboard is to be superimposed
on all
assessments of income tax and corporation tax. They have to cough up
an extra $5 billion dollars during the
coming fiscal year, and there will be
a further shrinkage of real incomes
because of the spiralling prices which
have been brought about by the. commandeering of goods and services for
the war.
It costs resources to kill
other people, maim their children, to
burn their food, to demolish their
homesteads, to wipe out their transport and communications.
It costs
resources even when these people are
poor and humble as the Vietnamese,
And this cost goes up in case the
technology and 'civilisation'
are terribly, terribly advanced.
A bamboothatched hut may represent
a real
value of only
10 dollars, but the

sophisticated Americans have still
expend a $IO,OOO-dollar bomb, tr
ported in a $5,000,000-dollar pi
to raze that hut to the ground. F
Vietcong volunteers may together
present an aggregate annual inc
of only $200 dollars, they still ha
to be matched by an army sergea
whose net annual, worth may
$15,000 dollars, or more. There
no doubt that it is a costly b
ness to be inhuman.
Every nation gets the President
deserves-and
the war it deserves.
will therefore be pointless
to co
miserate with the Americans. T
have to learn on their own, a
through the hard way, that, whate
their native folklore may imply,
this world of theirs and ours, th
can be other values besides their 0
and other codes of morality which
not run parallel to their own.
they have to learn, in the hard
that a poor nation can still be
lous of its dignity and independen
Money can fail to buy the little
pIe, and even burning them at
stake may be of no avail: they
continue to refuse to surrender. T
may be a most unreasonable a
tude for them to adopt, but the A
ricans will have to lump it. But
long as President
Johnson
rem'
unfettered, the berserk adventure t
Vietnam has now become, is lik
to be persisted with.

Towards Realism
To say that Mr Chavan has alre
made his presence felt in the Uni
Home Ministry is not to end
every posture of toughness he
choose to adopt but to recognise
fact that Mr Gulzarilal Nanda's sa
timonious
"hard line"
against
weak may have come to an
With his Hindu lower middle
outlook, Mr Nanda
was especi
unsympathetic
towards tribal peo
in the hills of Assam; and it is
at all surprising
that the Mizos
volted in March last year and
then Home Minister promptly p
ed his valour by handing over
problem to the army. The new
of the military was commented u
last week. Some officially insp
"information"
has since been p
lished; misgivings remain.
Meanwhile Mr Chavan has ini
ed some political moves; and th'
in principle a good thing. The
ernment of India has offered the
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rty Hit! Leaders' Conference
a
nsiderable degree of regional autoamy. By the time these lines are
print, the APHLC will have met
t Tura. We shall not try to anti'pate their decision; nor is it necesry to speculate how the \Governent of Assam may react to the prosals of which the details have still
be worked out. Mr Chavan himIf may not know whether he h'as
trengthened or softened the demand
or a separate hill
State.
The
hief Minister
of
Assam,
Mr
haliha, perhaps commands greater
espect and affection among the tribals than any other plain's leader;
but this itself creates political difficulties in the Brahmaputra
Valley
where his opponents will not be slow
to exploit these apparent concessions.
Many of the separatist tendencies
among the hill's people might never
ave reached their present proportions if there had not been an attempt to force on them an ethos
'holly alien to their nature.
The
indu middle class is entitled to its
way of life; but it threatens the integrity of the country as a whole when
it seeks to impose its values, essentially restrictive,
on others.
The
aboriginals of the Garo Hills (population: 300,000), the United Khasi
and ]aintia
Hills
(460,000), the
Mikir Hills
(225,000), the North
Cachar Hills (55,000) and the Mizo
Hills (270,000) contain a large percentage of Christians; and they like
it that way. They have few of the
'nhibitions of the Hindus on the
,Jlains. They like their beef and
pork.
They
prefer
their education in English. And if they cannot get these things within Assam,
or the Republic of India, they will
get out. The matter is as simple as
that. It comforts the non-Hindu
minorities but little that India has
secularism written in the Constitution; they want it applied and practised more widely than ,can be said
of the present.

Electors

Of

Goa

In the Objects and Reasons appended to the Opinion Poll Bill as
introduced in Parliament last November, it was stated that' the poll was
for the purpose of consulting
the
wishes of the electors of Goa. Goa
could either merge with Maharashtra
or remain a union territory.
The
exclusion of Mysore fr?m the choice
NUARY 20, 1~67

was surprising, because three-fourths
of Goa's border lay with Mysore on
which Goa depended for her vegetables, food and electricity.
In fairness, the Goans should have been
offered the option' to merge wi th
Mysore
as well.
However,
the
argument
that Goa was a part
of
the
Vijaynagar
Empire
did
not cut much ice with the Government of India.
The Bandodkar Ministry resigned from office to ensure
free and fair voting.
This, if nothing else, surprised the Goans mostfree and fair voting was the last thing
they expected from the Maharashtrawadi Gomantak Party. Sixty per cent
of the population of Goa are Hindus;
in 1963 the Gomantak Party whipped
up communal frenzy and won the
election. This time, too, it was dead
set on winning the opinion PQll on
religious issues and not on language
or culture.
'
The voting could not have been
possibly free, either. The Goans believed that the electoral roll was
framed in such away
that it was
not the Goans by birth but Maharashtrians who came to be "ordinarily resident"
to form the bulk
of
the
electorate.
Technically,
they could not object.
In fact one
such writ petition
challenging
the
Goa, Daman and Diu Opinion Poll
Act, 1966, was rejected by the Chief
Judicial
Commissioner
on January
11. But the objections raised had a
point,
Eighty-five thousand
Goans
have strayed beyond the boundaries
of Goa in search of employment and
though these people had their voting rights, it must have appeared
most impossible to even the profoundest patriots to come and register their
opinion on January 16-braving
the
expenses and hazards of journey by
the Indian Railways. Sixteen thousand Goans are seamen and on the
fat.eful day they were scattered on all
the four seas. It was absurd to expect that they could all come back
to Goa just for vote-and,
the most
surprising thing, they were not allowed post,al ballots.
For all practical purposes the Goan outsiders
were counted out from the Opinion
Poll-although
these very people supplied the handle when the GOI liberated the Portuguese enclave. While
Goans by birth were being checked
out, thousands
of Maharashtrians
had been going over to Goa since the
liberation to work there in various
services and pro-merger deputation.

ists had been pouring in to boost the
voters' list. It was not, therefore, at
all strange that the Catholics, Muslims and Hindu Brahmins led by the
United Goans Party and the Goa
Congress, repeatedly protested againsr
the sham voters' list. The situation
was, indeed, funny-the
number of
voters was four lakhs, half a lakh of
genuine Goans could not come to
vote and the opinion was determin·
ed by a simple majority.
The Goans cannot be blamed if they
considered the whole transaction rather fishy. It was a curious situation.
The Goa Congress Party was anti-merger, the Gomantak Party, loyal to the
Maharashtra
Congress, was pro-merger, the High Command posed a neu·
tral stand and AIR broadcast pro·
merger propaganda in Konkani. The
Goans/were surprised that fixing the
future status of Goa was considered
so urgent.
What happened
to unsettle the pledge of the late Mr. Nehru
that Goa would remain a union territory for ten years after liberation?
Apparently, the GOI considered the
expenses of a Governor and his seertariat were too much to bear. It believed that the development
work
was being hampered until the future
of Goa was settled.
It 'had to conduct an opinion poll where people
could fight on clear-cut lines-even
it
they were communal;
general elec. tions were no good-they
got entangled with so many political and
economic programmes.
At the back
of all the precipitation
looms the
figure of Mr Chavan, the emerging
strong man from Maharashtra.

Delu8ioDs

Of

Grandeur

Dr Soekarno, who wanted the name
of the Indian Ocean to be changed,
is now scarcely in a position to speak
for his country, but even other Indonesians,
including
those now in
power, could not have been exceed·
ingly pleased with what Mr Chagla
s.£lid on the eve of his trip to Indonesia on a mission of newly discovered goodwill.
India and China, our
Foreign
Minister
said with an air
somewhat reminiscent
of President
Soekarno's
particularly
paranoiacal
pronouncements,
were the only two
countries
which really counted in
Asia. He was generous enough to
concede that Japan was also important but had no difficulty in dismiss·
in?; it because of its "Western-oriented" policies:.. Ha, ha, ha ; look who's
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NOW
India will go on inspIrIng the untalking!
What other Asian counderprivileged
of the world in their
countries th!nk of Mr Chagla's BigPower delusIOns may not only shock
struggle for a better life. Mr Chagla
him but also generate fiery indignaspoke of the need for economic viation among many Indians with a reability, but only in the context of
containing
China-an
aim which he
markable capacity for soothing selfsaid India shared with the USA. For
deception.
People in the USA and
Russia, the two countries which Mr
once, Mr Chagla was honest.
Chagla condescended
to consider in
We must be thankful
that the
seeking an identity of interests, may
Foreign Minister did not openly try
to seek smug comfort from what, it
have beel!- secretly amused; if they
openly saId that even a small counis reported,
is happening
in China
try like Vietnam mattered more than
today.
Lack of dependable informathe flabby Indian
dinosaur,
there
tion has not prevented many- Indians
from concluding
that China's stabiwould be a wave of impotent petullity is on the verge of collapse, nor
ance in many Indian
hearts.
But
from pronouncing
on the factors resthe obvious had better not always be
stated.
ponsible for this state of affairs. This
wish-fulfilling
exercise
will
unBoth
Washington
and
Moscow
doubtedly
make Indian
leaders,
as
have, however, made it clear to New
well as some other sections of the
Delhi that Pakistan is one country
people,
still more
self-complacent
which mig-ht be directely affected by
and vainglorious.
After all, if China
Indian delusions, and both the Ameis really a menace New Delhi will
ricans and the Russians have found
have reason to be happy if internal
com~on cause in trying to ensure
strife makes it totally
ineffective.
stabIlIty on the Indo-Pakistani
subThen, it may be hoped, India will be
continent.
Mr Chag-Ia, therefore,
the only Power which will count in
felt. obliged
to emphasize
India's
Asia and, of course, nobody can have
anXIety to settle all problems with
any doubt which Powers will count
Pakistan.
He went to the extent of
in India.
But what if China refuses
saying that India was anxious to disto fade out so obligingly
from the
cuss ,even Kashmir.
This is someAsian scene, or India's disintegration
thing we had not heard before. Was
proves to have been more real and
there a. chang-e in India's
policy?
rapid than China's?
In the latter
Not ~Ulte. Mr Chagla did not fail
case, however, it will not be difficult
to pomt out that Kashmir could be
Mrs
discussed in a better atmosphere
if - to name the parties responsible.
Gandhi has already been "told" that
other Indo-Pakistani
problems
were
the Left Communists
are trying to
first resolved.
Pakistan
says that,
create disaffection and a split in the
~awalpindi's
professions may be inArmed Forces. We wonder
if she
SIncere and its intentions
devious'
has not also been "told" that it might
but the fact remains that New Delhi
be a good idea to ban the Left CPI,
has made no new effort to test them.
particularly
before the elections
in
It may have reason to believe that
Kerala.
maintenance
of the status quo is the
best tactic in present circumstances
but it should be honest enoug-h t~
Policy
Surrender
say S?; ~r Chagla impressed nobody
To Mr p. C. Sen the food policy
by hIS Juvenile sophistry.
. Even less impressive was his g-ran- of West Bengal has alwavs been the
sacred cow. Yet the policy for the
drloquent
concept of India's role in
current year, which was claimed to
Asia. It was mighty nice of him to
have been evolved in the light of
mention China as one of the two'
last year's experience, has been mocountries which counted in Asia, but
difed before it could be said to have
he left nobody in any doubt about
had a reasonable trial.
Mr Sen has
which of the two could really guide.
done it with obvious reluctance, and
the other miserable Asians.
China,
looking- back, it would seem that the
he said, was a menace not only to
State Government's
opposition to the
Asia but to the entire world; it was,
Centre's suggestion
that the Food
therefore, to India alone that Asian
Corporation
of India be associated
nations
could look for guidance.
with the procurement
and distribu~en I~dia~s miJ?;ht be killed by potion of rice and paddy in West BenlIce finng In a day; a hundred might
g-al was not entirely without motive.
die of starvation;
millions
mig.ht
The
Chief Minister had anticipated
curse the day they were born-but'

or
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that this would amount to inviti
Central intervention
in the State'
food policy and might end his SOy
reign control over the most essential
need of the community.
The State
Cabinet was divided on the issu
and after nearly half-dozen meetings
it rejecte1i the suggestion of the Centre. Mr Subramaniam
had to com
down to Calcutta:
what tactics h
adopted to soften Mr Sen are n
known,
but Mr Subramaniam w
able to announce at the end of h
discussions that the State Governme
was likely to revise its earlier de
sion. Which the West Bengal Ca
net did in a few days, though on t
clear understanding
that the respo
sibilities
of the F.C.I. would e
with procurement
of paddy and
tribution
would remain
the Sta
Government's
charge.
Mr Sen could have had no rea
to apprehend
Central
interventi
were he confident that his food poli
was adequate.
Even in his m
complacent moments he has not b
able to claim success for his poli
last year. True, the statutory rati
ing system worked without any maj
breakdown;
but nearly a quarter
the State's population
was kept
short rations
by the Governme
Despite Mr Sen's professed cone
for rural folk, modified rationing
a miserable failure.
For all his cI .
that at one stage more than half
the State's population
had benefi
from modified rationing, the ana
ment had a creaky career till the fi
collapse towards the middle of
year. Had modified rationing
really effective there would ha~e
no mass upheavals in West Ben
nor a clash between the police
the people almost every second
throughout the year. If Mr Sen w
really serious about his responsi
ties, he would have mended the
ches in his discredited
policy.
has not only not done that but
the pretext of a pragmatic appr
has introduced
a few more defici
cies to the glee of hoarders
profiteers.
Last year's failure was largely
to the Government's
inability
reach anywhere
near the ori'
target of procuring
the entire
ketable surplus of paddy. The t
was whittled down more than a
yet at the end of the season it
found that the Government had
been able to mop up more than
fourth of the estimated surplus.
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major part of the paddy procured
came from small and medium farmers on whom the rates of levy were
e..tortionate while stocks of hoarders
and big farmers remained safe, not
in every case without the knowledge
ot the law-enforcing authority.
It
has been stated that nearly seventeen'
thousand people were arrested
last
year for violation of one food law or
another; perhaps not even one hundred of them were from those who
fattened on the misery of the people.
The only lesson that an honest person could draw from last year's experience was that no food policy
would succeed unless hoarders and
big farmers were. made to behave and
the administration
with which they
were in collusion was t9ned up.
This year's policy makes no such
attempt. On the contrary, Mr Sen
has adopted a policy of surrender.
As the State is faced with a much
bigger deficit than last year's-according to one estimate, this year's
deficit will be around thirtyfive lakh
tonnes-, he should have gone in for
much higher procurement.
Instead,
he has fixed the procurement
target
at twentyfive per cent of the marketable surplus; he has abdicated his responsibility for feeding the rural peo·
pIe and reduced the rice quota in
the statutory rationing
areas drastically. On the plea that the void
would be filled by supplies from free
market, he permitted
resumption
of
wholesale trade in rice and paddy by
private operators and abolIshed
all
controls on prices except on government account. The result has been
that the F.C.I. has not been able to
procure any paddy while private
operators have built up considerable
stocks. At the suggestion
of the
F.e.I. and the insistence of 'the Centre he has now agreed to reimpose
the ban on wholesale
purchase
of
paddy by private operators.
This belated measure can hardly
improve
the situation, for a sizable portion of
the limited surplus has already found
its way to the godown~ of hoarders.
Mr Sen's act of grace to racketeers
must have brought some dividends to
his party; but he has traded for a
crisis which his Government
cannot
resolve.

The Other Side Of The River
When are the refugees from East
Pakistan a problem? . 'When the
cwspapers and politicians want them

to be one. When do they cease to be
a problem?
When the newspapers
and politicians decide to forget them.
Only such a thesis can explain
Mr
Atulya Ghosh's recent concern over
the unfortunates
from across the river.
That Mr Atulya Ghosh should have
been appointed
to preside over a socalled hgh-power committee to look
into the state of the refugees is itself somewhat
strange.'
Mr Ghosh
is known for his varied interests, football and Prime
Minister
making
among them; but he had never been
known before for his affection for
people from East Pakistan.
In fact
he owes his present
political
preeminence to the decline of the East
Bengalees' hold over the West Bengal State Congress.
Bengals' decline
in all-India politics may also be similarly dated ..
Dandakaranya,
ten times the size of
Israel according to the original conception, would have rehabilitated
five
million refugees and more if New
Delhi's, and West Bengal's, sincerity
matched their professions. The States
immediately
concerned-Orissa,
Madhya Pradesh, Andhra and now also
Maharashtra-are
not really interested ; . and New Delhi, of course, does
not even attempt to make them interested.
The
State Governments,
all Congress, see in refugees a potentially inimical political factor.
Although both OrIssa and Madhya Pradesh, the only two States to have
allotted land to the DDA so far, have
profited a great deal from the money
spent by the DDA, from the roads
built by the DDA, their enthusiasm
is limited by political considerations ..
Will the tribals, after the DDA has
reclaimed land for them, vote Congress?
This is the decisive consideration behind every official policy today .
But even so diminished
a DDA is
ou tside the terms of reference of the
Ghosh
Committee.
Although
the
Nehru-Liaquat
agreement
died at
birth,
the Government
of India
sought to discourage Hindu migration from East Pakistan after January
I, 1964. Migration since has in fact
been pretty difficult.
Nor is settlement in Dandakaranya
all th'at easy,
for the procedure is complicated
in
the extreme.
In the early days the
Government
of West Bengal used to
despatch
refugee families from its
colonies. Now, it appears, everything
has to travel via Delhi, Calcutta only
creating occasional administrative
dif-

ficulties.
The Ministry of Rehabili-'
tation is a relatively minor set-up in
Delhi, usually in charge of a relatively minor politician who frequently finds it extremely difficult to extract funds from the Finance Ministry. Mr Ghosh's intervention
in the
refugee problem may help reduce the
last-named difficulty. How the additional funds, if available,
will be
spent is, of course, altogether another
matter.
Hardly a day passes that even. the
most moderate American newspapers
don't catch the President (Johnson)
or his staff in the art of lying.
Le Monde
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IF euphemism
resilience

A

POLITICAL

is. an election-year
for political opportunism, the Prime Minister has indeed
shown great resilience by negotiating
under threat on tue demands of the
Sant, the Jagadguru
and the Assam
hill leaders with varying degress of
success.
Nevertheless
a
political
truce has been reached with even the
Jan Sangh openly suggesting that the
Jagadguru
should end his fast while
the hardliners in the Goraksha Samiti
want it continued, obviously with an
intent
to murder
the Jagadguru.
Even the cow must be puzzled about
the total confusion inside the cow
camp now. With the cow agitation
petering out, only two issues remain
to be settled-the
NGO strikes in
Uttar Pradesh and Kerala but niether
of these agitations
appear to have
any political backing. That explains
the low degree of resilience
the
Prime Minister has displayed on this
issue.
The Congress leadership
appears
to have regained some nerve after the
political truce but the truce is fast
slipping into depoliticalisation
of the
election battle.
At least the Congress would
like a depoliticalised
election and Mrs Indira Gandhi's attack on the Left Communist
manifesto and her charge that it tried to
divide the army smacked of political
dilettantism. One thought this charge,
wha~ver
its validity,
could
have
been made the day the manifesto was
released.
But she was trying, rather
pathetically,
to imitate
her father
who made it a point to attack the
Communists
whenever
he visited
Kerala.
"The. great rev6lutionaries
of the past have become the greatest
reactionaries,"
he thundered
once in
1953 in Trichur.
Kerala
has not
forgotten
Mrs Indira Gandhi's
role
in subverting an elected Government
there !n 1958 and all the big crowds
she mIght draw on her electIOn tour
cannot
be converted
into voting
strength,
as she knows for certain.
But to tell the Press that the Congress
had a "fair" chance in Kerala takes
some doing, indeed.
The Congress
never secured majority for itself in
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CORRESPONDENT

the State ever since 1952, whether it
contested alone or in alliance
with
other parties.
The people of Kerala
have consistently
rejected the Congress and this is the only immutable
factor in the Kerala politics.
The emergence of dissident
Congress parties in the Hindi States adds
to the process of depoliticalisation.
The janata Party in Rajasthan
is a
queer outfit.
It is against Mr Sukhadia and not the Congress
and the
Swatantra Party and the Jan Sangh
which came to terms with the new
party had the clammy feeling of having to swallow something
from out
of deep freeze.
On the whole the Congress 'is not
prepared for a political battle at the
elections and to this extent, the campaign of other parties would be depoliticalised
in several States.
It
would be particularly so in the Hindi
tracts, as it appears now.
Bu" what is in the offing after the
e]ections?
It is a despairing
numbers game, trying to figure out the
pattern
that is likely to emerge.
Everyone shrugs it off with the bright
observation
that the Congress would
lose a few seats and come back with
reduced
majorities
in other
States
and the Centre.
Very little thinking has been done on the implications
of a reduced Congress
majority
at
the Centre.
For instance, if the Congress does not return
with a twothirds majority
it now has, what
would be the fate of all the assurances given by the Governmnt which
for implementation
would call for a
Constitutional
amendment?
i}fter
the arbitration
on Chandigarh,
how
would the Centre transfer it to either
of the claimants
if the Constitutional
amendment
falls through?
What would happen
to the plan
for reorganising
Assam on a federal
basis (and meantime,
if the Nag
Vidharba
agitation
in Maharashtra
State switches itself into one for a
sub-federation
of the Assam type, the
joke on Mr Y. B. Chavan would be
complete) ?
'
Many think the Congress would
get anything between 280 to 310 seats

in the Lok Sabha of 521 (indudi
one nominated member).
This fa]
very much short of the two-thirds rna.
jority and unless voting cuts acro
party lines and the Congress mell10
bel'S follow the party whip, no con.
stitutional
amendment
could get
through.
But is a simple majority in Lok
Sabha so easy for the Congress? Even
this looks an imponderable
uncer
tainty.
In the Congress reckonin
there are three groups of States-los
marginal and certain.
If Rajastha
Madhya Pradesh, Kerala and Punja
.are grouped under the "lost" cate
gory, they. account for 100 of the 521
Lok Sabha seats. It would be a fa'
estimate to expect-the
Congress to
win not more than 35 of the 100 seat1
The next group is Bihar, Uttar P
desh, Orissa and West Bengal, whe
the Congress position
is margina
Of the 210 seats here, the Congrell
can be expected to win only half the
seats, that is 105. The rest of the
States
comprise
the third grou
though States like Madras and Ja
mu and Kashmir may hold big sur
prises for the Congress.
Of the 21
seats here, the Congress might wi
anything between 110 and 140 sealS.
In sum, the Congress would get IJe.
tween 280 and 310 seats.
This is at best an arithmetical
exercise but when it comes to a p0litical reckoning,
the picture migh\
not be so happy for the Congress, A
five per cent shift in what is now regarded the Congress vote would con·
vert the Congress
into
minority
party.
The strength might drop be.
low 260 and this is not an impossibi.
lity because the emergence of the dis,sident
Congress parties in severa]
Hindi States would call for a new
arithmetical
exercise on the basis 01
the new alignments.
How the Congress fares in the three
Hindi-speaking
States of Uttar Pra.
desh, Madhya
Pradesh
and Bihar
would prove! decisive in getting a
majority at the Centre. These States
together have 175 seats and the Con·
gress now holds 130 of them. Unless
it rehins
100 of the 130, it cannol
hope to se~ure 260 seats in the aggre·
gate. In Dttar Pradesh, the Congress
vote has been dropping at the rate
of six per cent at every poll since
1952. Between 1957 and 1962 it lost
37 additional
Assembly seats. In
Madhya Pradesh, the Congress \0
has been dropping, at an uneven ra
though and 1962 was a near disasl
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with 93 additional
Assembly seats
lost. The same trend can be read
in Bihar.
1£ the Congress does not hold onto
100 seats successfully, it cannot return to power at the Centre unless
there is a miracle in other States.
But the prospect elsewhere is bleak.
In Andhra
Pradesh,
the Congress
cannot repeat its 1962 performance.
In Maharashtra, where it won all but
four of the 45 seats for the Lok Sabha,
its gains would be cut by the united
Opposition.
In Mysore, also regarded a "certain" State for Congress, it cannot
win 23 out of 26 seats for the Lok
Sabha as it did in 1962. In Kerala,
of the 19 seats, the Congress cannot
hope to win more than 3 just as it
cannot win more than three of the
23 seats in Rajasthan.
Prof Balraj Madhok of the Jan
Sangh said that a two-party system,
wit.h the Jan Sangh as the alternative to the Congress is emerging in
the Hindi-speaking
States. Whatever
the correctness of his claim, there is
little doubt that the one-party dominance would soon give place to a
cross-party polity of doubtful
value
after the elections.
A number
of
bizarre coalitions
are indicated
in
some of the States while at the Centre, a rightist
coalition
cannot be
ruled out.
.-I
A reduced Congress majority at the
Centre has deeper implications
here .
Such a reduction
also implies Congress rout in seve..ral States at the
Assembly elections.
The Prime Minister is to be elected by the Congress
Parliamentary Party which .comprises
members of both the Houses.
With
the first biennial
elections for the
Rajya Sabha after the General Election, the composition
of the Rajya
Sabha would change, opposition members replacing many of the retiring
Congress members.
Two years after
that, the next biennial election wC1Uld
alter the Congress
Parliamentary
Party's strength further.
So whoever
is elected Prime
Minister
in 1967
he would find the balance of support
in the Parliamentary
Party changing
after every two years.
A reduced
majority
would give
every group in the Congress Parliamentary Party a new leverage it does
not have now.
Even 280 seats for
the Congress in the Lok Sabha could
make only for an unstable majority
at the Centre. The "national government" idea being sold by the Ame-

centre" which in the context
of a
truncated
federal set-up could only
mean a unitary state.
But the Swatantra Party is for greater State autonomy.
The Chief Ministers want
a weak centre and a weak Prime
Minister.
The emergence of two or three nonCongress governments
in the States
in 1967 would bring about a critical
confrontation
between
the Centre
and the States, introducing
a new
element of instability at the Centre.

ricans and the Swatantra
Party is
likely 'to acquire a new edge. The
Congress vulnerability
in some of the
States, calling for coalitions with the
Swatantra or the Jan Sangha would
exert an upward
pressure on New
Delhi to think of a coalition at the
Centre, leading
to a "bi-partisan"
government in form but a merger of
rightist forces in practice.
But the contradiction
between two
rightist parties--the
Jana Sangh and
the Swatantra would prove a permanent irritant in the rightist politics.
The Jan I Sangh wants
a "strong
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An Alternative Government ?
SUMANTA

BANERJEE

THOUGH
mauled and battered by
mutually hostile Leftist factions,
the hope of an alternative
Government still continues to be. nourished
by the Leftist voter of West Bengal.
In the frenzy of the campaign
he
hardly pauses to think how matters
would improve even if the Leftists
form a Government.
The
prospect
of an alternative
Government
anywhere in India invariably revives nervous memories of
Kerala, where only a few years ago
the entire Congress party-the
socalled progressives and Rightists alike
-pounced
upon
and managed
to
strangle the first Communist Government which tried to implement
a
programme not an iota more radical
than the Congress plan.
One might
as well ask what further use can there
be in asking for an alternative
Government again in another State? The
Communists
might argue that it is
still necessary to expose to the people the undemocratic
nature of the
the Government.
How long would
this exposure business go on?
To a
people used to starvation, police nrmgs and a gradual loss of all democratic rights, what further exposure is
needed?
Besides, we have known the
fate of such exposures.
Lawyers and
jurists
usually
quote the Constitution to unmask
the Government.
Leftist parties organize massive processions, as Calcutta
saw when the
Kerala Communist
Government
was
throttled.
But in our country where
the ebb of political consciousness ~s
extremely low, it was difficult to S4Stain a national
movement
on the

basis of a political slogan like the restoration
of a non-Congress
Government in a patticular State. The Com
munists usually argue in reply tha
the masses would become politicalized
in course of these experiences.
But
they possibly fail to note that by the
time they hope to politicalize
,the
masses, the latter would give in to
the more tempting pressure of anarchy born of repeated
failures and
bred by a universal disgust.
This,
rather than any political
consciousness, explains the sporadic explosions
of popular anger in railway trains,
cricket
playgrounds
and
Calcutta
streets.
The trend is growing and
might soon outpace all attempts
by
politicians to shape the situation according to their ideologies.
Then again, what do the Leftists
hope to do even if saddled firmly in
an alternative
Government?
They
promise to hold the price line, give
food and an honest administration.
But they hardly trouble themselves
at all with the question-what
prior
acquisitions
will tlley inherit from
the previous regime?
They will succeed to a corrupt
administration,
headed
by bureaucrats
estranged
from the masses and served by a clerical community
fostering on bribery
end inefficiency.
They will have to
depend on a police force eternally
stained with the blood of innocent
people.
Do the Leftists
suppose
that the moment they come to power
attendance
in office would improve,
files from one department
to another
in Writers
Buildings
would travel
faster, conductors would cease cheat-

NOW
ing the passengers and vice versa?
For even the minimum necessities of
life, like a kilo of rice, an average
householder
has to go to the blackmarket which has become a part of
the general routine.
To get sitting
accommodation
in a long-distance
train one has to bribe the booking
clerk. To get a child admitted to a
school the parents have to procure a
letter from an MLA or a Minister.
How would the Leftists change this
vast inferno of a warped and poisoned public mind?
Decadence
We cannot overlook the fact that
this is a period of social and economic decadence.
If there is now a
mere replace~ent
of one governing
authority by aI;lOther with the vicious
paraphernalia
intact, would not the
inheritance
be very much compromised and in that case could there be any
hope of the speedy reappearance
of
progress in ,the .:economic
system?
How, for instance, can an alternative
Leftist Government
in West Bengal
solve the food problem in the present framework of the Centre's food
policy, the hallmark of which is to
avoid agrarian reforms and depend
permanently
on aid from the West?
If the Leftists are ~lOnest in their condemnation
of American
raids on
Vietnam, they should have the courage to reject U.S. foodgrains, -whatever the consequences
of such a rejection are. Will they be able to face
this challenge if a food crisis threatens their Government
in West Bengal?
As for the constituents of the prospective alternative
Government,
the
amount of squabbling and mud-slinging going on among them at present
is a prelude to what would happen
the moment they capture power.
It
is indeed difficult for them to pull on
together for long.
We still remember how the Forward Bloc publicly
cried for Muslim blood and incited
communal feelings during the January riots in 1964. Its delirious antiCommunism
during the Sino-In-dian
war in 1962 was shared in common
by the RSP, the PSP and other Left
parties which outdid the Congress in
trying to destroy the then united
Communist Party.
Another skirmish
at the borders would again set them
hurling at the throats of the Communists or the Muslims.
The leaders of the BangIa Congress are no
better.
Only some time ago they
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were found campaigning
for prohibition and ban on cow slaughter and
raising all sorts of obscurantist
slo'gans jointly with arch reactionaries
like Mr Morarji Desai. How can any
honest Communist rely on these parties, more eager to grind their particular axes than
to overthrow
the
Congress regime?
The mutual squabbling
has however reached its crescendo
in the
relations between _the Left and the
Right Communists
who have been
thrown apart, arrayed against each
other in two different united fronts.
Both the parties spent their energies
in their last congresses held some
years ago, in putting together formulas designed to re.g-ulate Socialist diplomacy, in settling what alliances were
permitted
and what forbidden
and
in reconciling the abstract principles
of the class war (which they are
anxious to retain verbally) with the
reality of the agreements with politicians. Such an undertaking
is bound
,to lead to equivocations,
when it does
- not force leaders into attitudes
of
deplorable hypocrisy.
A typical example is the political
resolution
of the Right CPI which
urges the people in one breath to
"give a Leftist turn to the policies
of the Congress Government"
and to
"overthrow
Congress monopoly and
form
alternative
Governments
in
States".
This leads the Right Communists to hail the Government
for
setting up steel plants in the public
sector and then to the awkward position of protesting against mismanagement and. corruption
in the same
plants.
State Control
It is all a question of forming a
definite attitude to the Government,
only from which can be deduced
a
strategy.
If one has faith in the
capacity of the Government to deliver
the goods, one should by all means
demand State control over the vital
aspects of the country's economy. But
if the Government
is thoroughly
inefficient, just for the sake of a socialist slogan, should
one hand
over
everything to that Government?
Such
a policy would only discredit socialism, which is suspected to have been
the sneaking motive behind our Chief
Minister, Mr P~ C. Sen's radical slogan of State control over distribution of foodgrains last year.
The confusion over adopting a definite attitude to the Government be-

gan in the CPI on the eve of the Si
Indian war which only served to p
cipitate th,e complete intellectual d'
location
of tl}C leadership.
T
Rightist faction swallowed down a
thing propagated by the Governme
without so much as batting an e
lid. Abandoning
all reason, it ru
ed headlong into the whirlpool of
called patriotism which at that ti
consisted of theatrical demonstratio
of a solidarity with the jawans
society dames tired of a leisured Ii
and of an epidemic of spy-mania ran
ing furiously
among the sensatio
loving middle class. Looking ba
dispassionately
at what happened'
1962, we find that the frenzy work
up then was out of all proportion
the actual dimension of the 32 da
war which was .over a ~ew squ
miles of frozen uninhabited
land.
In defence of their policy duri
that period,
the Rightists
ar
that they came out in support of
Nehru Government
to resist Ri
reaction,
to protect non-alignme
But what they failed to realize
that India's
involvement
in a
with China was as much a maniC
tion of a change in the Chinese br
of socialism as of a similar transt
mation of the Indian version of
alignment.
No amount of Com
nist support could resist U.S. p
sure, because the Government
long ago become its victim, evi
in its relations with Afro-Asian
tions and in its timorous anti-i
rialist role during the Congo cr
Although the Right Communists
fer to the rejection of the nu
umbrella plan and of the VOA
as their triumph over U.S. pre
they conveniently play down the j
air exercises and the presence
U.S. fleet in the Indian Oce
events that took place at the
time.
As for their description
Soviet aid to India during the
Ihdian war as a sign of reco~n'
India's non-alignment,
one can
quote Mr Averell Harriman, the
Deputy Under-Secretary
for Poli
Affairs, whose views on the que
are illuminating
enough. Acco
to The New York Times} to s'
American critics who wanted to
draw aid from India becau
Nehru's friendship
with the U
Mr Harriman
said on April 18,
in Washington:
"It is in our'
est for the USSR to continue
ing assistance to India."
Rd
to the Sino-Soviet ideological d'
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NOW
he added: "I think we have to play
this thing as the situation develops.
We want to avoid anything
that
would bring the two (Moscow and
Peking) together.
For that reaso~ I
uggest we make no attempt to Interfere with India's foreign policy in
relation to Russia."
That the Right Communists miscalculated in overrating
the possibility
of an imminent split in the Congress
was evident less than a year later,
when in August 1963 they had to
upport a. motion
of no-confiden~e
in the entire Nehru Government
In
Parliament and repeat all the old
charges of misuse of power and failure
to solve problems.
.
Since then they had been as VOCIferous as their Left Communist rivals
in being critical of the Government
in traditionally
anti-Congress
areas
like West Bengal and Kerala, and
had been searching at the same time
for fashionable socialists in the Congress Cabinet and trying to work with
them in socio-cultural
organizations
in the insularity of New Delhi.
"Progressive" Congressmen
The policy of seeking alignments
with progressive Congressmen, whic?is defended on the ground
that It
helps the party to win them and their
followers over to scientific Socialism,
appears to have yielded little result
to tfte Right Communist
Party all
these years.
This
is only natural
since the so-called progressive Congressmen like Menon, Malaviya,
or
Bhagvat Jha Azad may have some socialist inclinations
but they seem to
act more according to their provincial or factional intersts, eluding all
Right Communist formulations.
Who
for instance, could ever imagine that
Krishna Menon and Biju Patnaik,
of all persons, would support
Mr
Morarji Desai's candidature for Prime
Ministership
after Nehru:s
death?
!tow again could one reconcile Bhagvat Jha Azad's talks of non-alignment
with his demand at the Durgapur
Congress that India should at all costs
.go for the production
of the atom
bomb?
Nanda, once held as the potential leader of the progressive Congressmen, lost some of the glamour
after the DIR and was completely
stripped of all socialistic halo after
his recent performance
in the anticow slaughter affair. It is about time
that the Right Communists
realized
after all these disappointments
that
their primary duty was to secure their

could no longer afford to be bothered.
own base among the workers and the
by the students in view of the appeasants and not to strengthen
an
proaching elections.
evanescent
section
of some other
This kind of diplomacy is actually
party.
If the Right Communists appear to
a reflection of the bankruptcy
in the
gamble over the prospect of a divileadership.
The old forms of mass
sion within the Congress, their Leftmovement,
means to bring pressure
ist counterparts
are engaged in an
upon the Government like satyagraha,
squatting, huge demonstrations
leadequally dangerous game of chancethat of depending
on spontaneous
ing to a general strike for more than
mass upheavals.
Since the Left CPI
a day, appear to have exhausted their
is the biggest opposition party in the
possibilities in West Bengal.
In the
State, much of the responsibility
of
face of a desperate
cry from the
leading political movements here de- . masses for new and effective forms,
valves on it. But the more closely
the leadership, both of the Left and
the history of the past year in \Vest
the Right CPI, is helplessly groping
Bengal is examined,
the more the
in the dark. Being the more intellimode of conducting
the movements
gent of the two and having no false
will be recognized as casual and loose.
illusions about the Congress party,
What is known as the food movethe Left CPI has a sort of superiority
ment early this year, to be very frank,
over its rival.
But instead of choosbegan as a leaderless
affair.
The
ing the arduous but necessary path of
ferocity of the daring acts in Calpatiently building up the party from
cutta's suburbs shook the administrathe base, it has selected the short cut,
tion and took the Leftist leaders by
the tactics of either rousing popular
surprise too. A series of events, mostanger and then leaving it to chance
ly unorganized
and spontaneous
exor of making a place for itself at the
pressions of despair, ultimately
forcproper time in the forefront of any
ed the Government
to surrender.
movement long after it had started.
Later the Left CPI competed with
Perhaps the Communist
Patty, too
other parties in claiming it as a hidebound
by theories, has no role
feather in its cap.
to play in India in the immediate
future.
Its cynicism towards a radISpontaneity
cal imagination
reminds one of the
How· this sort of relian<:e on sponCuban Communist
Party on the eve
taneity often involves the party in
of the overthrow of Batista by Fidel
suicidal reversals of fate was evident
Castro.
When Fidel first began his
from the experience of the teachers'
.struggle against Batista, the Commustrike some months ago. The leaders
nist Party had regarded him as a sort
of the All Bengal Teachers' Associaof well-meaning
adventurer
whose
tion, dominated
by the Left CPI,
tactics would not succeed. From 1953
which organized a mass squatting in
to the middle of 1958, the Cuban
front of Raj Bhavan for an indefiCommunists
were co"ol to and somenite period,
banked
on upheavals
times strongly critical of Fidel's July
that might occur during the 48-hour
26 movement.
It was only when they
BangIa Bandh.
When nothing
of
realized that the people backed Fidel
that sort happened,
the strike fizzled
and he was on the point of success,
out. The irresponsibility
of the Left
that they changed their tactics arid
CPI leadership was also demonstrated
got behind his movement.
at the expense of the young boys of
Fidel Castro's
success may have
Presidency College.
Advised to resome lessons for India.
The originamain stubborn
and reject all halflity of his revolution consisted in, be.
way measures for settlement, the stusides being the first genuine socialist
dents courageously held out for days.
revolution made by non-Communists,
Theypinned
their hopes on the much
doing what needed to be done withtalked about State bus and tram strike
out attempting
to define it by means
and looked forward to a coordinated
of a previous ideology.
movement.
But nothing came out of
it. Meanwhile,
with the attack on
NOW is sold at"
the laboratory,
the movement
took
an ugly turn.
The Left CPI leaders
Book Mag
hurriedly met, made scapegoats of a
Bus-stand
few young student cadres and insistB.S.R.T.C.
ed that they. should try for some setPatna-l
tlement
immediately
as the party
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Workers In The Dooars
DINESH

CHANDRA

THEtea family
organisation
workers
in the

Roy

of the
Dooars
is based on marriage, the units being
formed with wives and children, and
not on consanguinity.
The size of
the family is becoming small and any
form of extension is generally opposed. Sixty percent
of the families
have 3 to 5, 35ro 5 to 7 and 2%
more
than
eight
members.
The
workers
are mainly
monogamous.
Monogamy among tea garden workers
is neither a practice nor a rule but
a condition.
Monogamy keeps down
the size of the family.
The dissolution of agricultural
economy required immigration
to the tea industry
and the subsistence economy of the
industry was a deterrent to polygyny
which was widely practised by the
tribal people.
Agriculture means interdependence
but industry
spells
exclusiveness.
In industry
women
become as good wage-earners as men;
so their freedom grows considerably.
During interviews women, wives in
particular, made it clear that they do
not like big families beyond their im:
mediate children.
Among tea workers children take
to work between the ages of 13 and
16 and boys and girls marry between
18 and 20 and set up independent
homes.
Housing facilities·
are provided by the management.
On having separate
residence
the families
are treated as separate units and get
many benefits in kind.
Economic independence
inspires wives to greater
freedom in housekeeping
and other
allied things which they cannot have
under parental control.
Adult male
workers do not maintain
old or invalid parents.
It is not infrequent
that parents live on charity in lieu

of light work. (Under a recently introduced provident fund scheme old
people can get their savings and
generally invest it on land to live On
it).
So women or wives are domineering in the modern simple families of workers and they are ruthless
even to the extent of cruelty in dropping some kinsmen to maintain
the
size of the family to suit their convenience.
The families
of the tribal
tea
workers are queer specimens of the
stage between rising matriarchy
and
declining
patriarchy.
The husband
is supposed to have the la5t say in
the family a.dministration
coming as
he does from a highly
developed
patriarchal
society which
practises
polygyny, which is an indicator of
patriarchy.
But there are more cases
III which
women show greater freedom in the matter of sex behaviour.·
So this has checked the patriarchal
predominance
of husbands.
An enquiry into one thousand
families
revealed that mothers in 98 cases out
of hundred
fix up the marriage of
their sons or daughters;
the fathers
simply pass on the decision and enjoy
the theoretical satisfaction of performing their patriarchal
duties.
In trade union matters where there
are rivalries the women decide which
party to join and are followed by
men. As.a result of militant
trade
unionism
workers sometimes resort
to violence, in which women always
take the lead. A survey in 1961
found 40 cases of violence' in the
Dooars gardens in all of which women took the lead. Police fired in
8 cases and all the casualties were
women as they formed the front-line.
Male workers with their preoccupa-

·Houses or quarters are generally
distributed to the head (male) of the
family but working wife or wives
have the full right to live in the
house.
In absence of husband
the
wife becomes the occupant
of the
house. Wives' right to house gives a
sense of security.
In case of a wife
losing the favour of her husband she
has no fear of being ejected from the
house.

• A survey on the basis of a questionnaire in 1962 among 1000 women
(married)
revealed that 800 women
were strongly
in favour of birth
control, 110 were undicided
and 50
rejected
the proposal.
But it was
seen after one year, that 800 agreeing
women could not use mechanical devices owing to the unregulated
sex
conduct
of their
husbands.
The
scheme proved a failure.

tion 'with wine and gambling are
luctant to take full part in uni
meetings, processions and similar
tivities.
Women insist on their joining. In the elections women's pre
ferences are followed by men.
The tribal women possess consider
able physical strength.
In the peak
sea'son they usually cover one mile on
foot with a load of 30 to 40 seer
They do the same work as men, bar
ring
two or three
types. Their
power is commendable.
An efficient
sex group, they earn more but spend
less, thus balancing men's extravag
ance on wine.
Men generally
exercise the final
control
over the finances of the
family.
But an interesting
change
was noted.
An investigation, phased
over three years (1961 to 196~)
among 1000 farp.ilies, showed that in
1961 in 1.5ro families wives had an
indirect say and in 18.5ro women had
direct control; in 1962 it was 2.2%
(indirect
control)
and 22.6% (sole
authority).
In 1963, in 27.8% (mark.
ing a rise of 5.2%)
families wive
dominated
the family exchequer, the
cases of indirect intervention
show·
ing no change.
The role of the family is an im.
portant issue for consideration.
The
clans were the threads linking the
beads of the families, and geography
was the wax that made the threads
strong.
But the migration of tribal
families obliterated
the clan coher·
ence and the diffusion
of families
aided and abetted geographical dis·
intregation.
Migration, a centrifugal
force, leaves behind the values of in·
organic culture and mode of liveli·
hood.
Is it not that the medium of
production
gives birth
to cultural
values and a social complex?
So
every family has two roles, one social
and the other individual.

No Clan Tie.
The migration
of tribal people
from Bihar to West Bengal followed
no rule.
Recruitment
was made
through agents when it was felt that
these people would be best suited for
the plantations.
They acclimatised
themselves
with the weather
and
topography
of the Dooars. The
Dooars
breathed
death for others
with its malaria, black water and
other
tropical
maladies.
Once the
suitability of these people was proved,
recruitment
was made on a commer·
cial
basis. These
'Arkatis'
were
veritable
cannibals,
recruiting peo.
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pIe in all conceivable ways. The recruits were settled in a scattered way
throughout West Bengal and Assam.
Recruitment
started
in the early
twenties and ended in the fifties of
this century.
Yearly recruitment
was
followed by waves of migration.
All
the social COmplex was reduced to
shreds. Settlements
in labour colonies smoothed
all non-secularities.
The story is the same, generally seen,
in migrations from agriculture
to industry. Though people cast nets to
locate clan relations these never de·
veloped into a social organisation
which could impose rights or demand
duties from families.
So the social
role of the family becomes assumption and discharge
of trade union
rights and obligations.
The family is expected to play a
major role in educating
children.
But it was seen that among 1000 families only 4.5% were sending
their
children to primary
schools.
Five
thousand persons lived in 1000 families. The number
of children
be·
tween 5 and II years of age were 1450
and it was seen that only 105 students
completed
primary, education
successfully during
three educational
sessions ranging from 1953 to 1962.
Only 20 students went up to high
schools. Not a single student
was
found to have passed the School Final
examination
before 1952. Primary
education is free and the tea garden
management provides, various facilities for higher education.
The Tea
Board also has drawn up plans to
faci'litate the vocational
training ot
the dependents of workers.
But the
results are nQt bright.
That
the
workers cannot send their wards to
schools on economic grounds is not
tenable.
The
higher
the income
group the smaller
the number
of
children from it attending
school.
The reason is that the higher income
group has subsidiary sources of income in which minor children are engaged in one form or other.
The'
families of tea workers neither create
any environment
nor give any impetus for education of children.
Minor
boys and girls are engaged in house·

Now is available from
Mr S. P. Chatterjee,
#
Steel Market,
Statesman Office,
Durgapur.

hold chores and as soon as they are
cows for the following reasons: (a) to
12 or 13 they begin to work to earn.
feed the cows one is to sickle grass
On the other hand, creches are in
on the field or in forest. Workers
do not want to work for cows after
wide lise. In the peak seasOn (May
to November) work starts from 7 a.m.
their hard duties; (b) cows make the
and continues up to 5 p.m. with a
precincts of the houses dirty; (c) milk
90-minute break.
Summer is humid
is available,
with attending
relief
and hot, winter
is very cold and
from the bother of having domestic
monsoon is much too wet. Previouscows; (d) it is not economic to keep
ly women used to bring their chilcows. But families in kutcha quardren in all weather to the plantation
ters did not reduce the number of
site and looked after them with much
their cows. They sold milk, employdifficulty.
Creches came into existed coWs in subsidiary
agricultural
ence in the fifties. Trained
nurses
works and appointed
minors of the
were appointed
to look after babies.
family to look after the herd.
Arrangements
were made for wash·
ing, playing and feeding.
This auHaria At Home
thor surveyed 40 gardens and found
Workers now want to pass more
that everywhere all the mothers were
time with their families.
They pre·
using creches to the fullest possible
fer evening chats over haria (rice ale)
extent.
On the field, mobile creches . or meal to community
dances or
have been introduced.
Mothers are
soirees after the tribal manner. They
allowed to feed their sucking babies
generally
make
their rice beer in
frequently.
Babies pass 6 to 8 hours
their own houses, for which
they
daily in the creches. Thus
child
have to take a Pachai licence from
rearing
has shifted
from
family
the
Excise
Department.
These
jurisdiction
to the community sector.
licences are renewed every year but
Housing has -its impact too. Prean enquiry showed
that only 102
viously workers lived in "basa" type
families
renewed
theirs
in
1962
houses.
These were in the pattern
though in 1957 and 1958 all the
of peasant
hamlets.
The
vacant
families sought to have this. Persons
lands around the quarters were suffi- not taking their licences went in for
cient for the workers in general to
illicit distillation.
grow vegetables,
keep
cows and
The use of beds in the form we
usually know is not much known to
poultry.
But an improved
type of
the plantation
workers.
They
gehousing has now been prescribed by
the Government
for the workers.
nerally sleep on the ground only with
blankets
and without
any pillow,
This type has limited floor space and
mattress
or mosquito
nets.
But
limited
areas for kitchen
gardens.
They are composite, constructed
in
among
the dwellers
of the pucca
rows (either face to face or back to
quarters full or rudimentary
types of
back) giving an atmosphere of a regibeds are coming into use. It is clear
mented labour colony.
The tea garthat workers living in pucca guarters
den managements
are bound by law
are adopting
modern
amemties
of
life.
to construct a certain eercentage
of
houses every year. FamIlies are shiftAs for savings and investments for
ing regularly from kutcha to pucca
good returns
there is no difference
quarters every year.
between workers living in different
Two hundred
families living in
type of houses.
In 1963 among 1000
pucca quarters had 133.33 acres of
families 73 had insurance policies of
land for cultivation.
In 1957, 133.33
Rs 1,000, 17 of Rs 3,000 and 10 of
acres were fully utilised but in 1962
more than
Rs 5,000. The
exact
only 122 acres were under cultivaamount of agricultural
land possessed
tion. Workers do not like working
by workers beyond the kitchen garon the field after a day's hard exerden could not be correctly ascertaintion on the plantations.
But vacant
ed but a provisio~l
figure was drawn
land around the kutcha quarters is up. Ninety families possessed 1 to
full with seasonal crops.
Do the
new composite quarters make the inNow is available from
habitants
comfort loving?
It seems
Benoy Kumar Mallick
that manual labour besides the routine one does not appeal to a worker.
C/o Mallick Library
The number of cows dwindled from
Barabazar,
1,540 to 1,000. Workers
in the
M idnapore.
•
pucca quarters are selling out their

NOW
5 bighas of agricultural
land, 55 families 5 to 10 and 51 families above
10.
One hundred and twenty families
depositted Rs 12,000 with same responsible persons, 223 kept Rs 16,000
with cooperative societies and 52 kept
Rs 3,57,500 with sirders and other
persons. The acr:umulation was made
through
long years without
interruption.
Classification of families according
to earning members is necessary to
denote
the earning
units
in the
family.
Seven hundred and fifty-two
families had 2 earning members each,
223, 3 and 52 more than S.
Taking all the averages, the daily
rated workers of the plantations
earn
Rs 500 per annum,
if the present
wage scale·
is considered.
If the
family is classified by yearly income
it will be : Rs 1000-1800 were earned
by 948 families per year and Rs 1800
and above by 52.
The tea workers cut their c@at according to their cloth or maybe a bit
short.
The facts show that only 30%
of expenditure
goes on food, 25ro
on clothing, and 45% on wine and
gambling.
It is interestinR to learn
that workers only spend 75% of what
they earn.
Pulses and Vegetables
Food
habits,
not having
been
changed, the workers spend less on
this item. The management
provides
75% of their requirements
of cereal
rations at subsidised rates. Workers
take a major rice meal either in the
morning or in the late afternoon and
live on snacks in between.
Eggs, fish.
milk and fruit are not included in
the menu.
Pulses and veRetables are
the main side dishes. But workers
collect most of the vegetables and the
roots of different
creepers to meet
·Wage
scale
for
daily
rated
workers - men:
l.84P,
women:
l.72P;
children:
l.OOP.
No interim relief (i.e., men: 8P, women:
7P and
children:
4P a~ recommended by the Wage Board) is in.
cluded.
In kind: free fuel @ 37.50
mds average to a family, free cereal
ration, medical beneflt (free). Leave
with wages, bonus etc vary on daily
presence
and
other
factors.
The
scale of the subordinate
staff's pay is
a variable
factor.
No attempt
has
been made to find out wage differentials.

their
requirements.
Neither
men
nor women
have
any wardrobe.
Women have two or three changes
for festive occasions and men carry
on with two sets of shorts.
So the
family
expenditure
on food and
clothes is not high.
It is strange
that possession of gold could not be
traced.
Tea workers still keep their
money under the ground or in some
other secret place but the amount at
money involved could not be ascertained.
To summarise:
the income level
of the tea workers is going up, expenditure remaining
frozen and job security is assured.·
The consequence
is the formation of capital and emergence of property.
These material
changes have completely changed the
values of life of the tribal workers.
It is best discernible
in the interhuman relationships
of the family.
Originally
there were no interhuman relations.
Only mothers remained attached to their children up
to a certain age. Interhuman
relations emerged with the setting up of
organisations.
The nature, size and
operation of these organisations
determined the relations.
Sex, age and
geography also influenced them. But
the mode of livelihood was the paramount factor.
Relations among primitive people are never permanent.
These mean only nearness on account
of the organisational
set-up.
It is
only a matter
of organisation
that
workers live with their children and
wives within a set-up known as t~
family and it is thanks
to interdependence that members of the family
look after one other.
No emotional
'problems are involved.
Family relations are determined
by economic
conditions
but never by any emotional question.
The emergence
of property
and
_ surplus money is the chief determining factor in interhuman
relations
within
the family.
Families
being
patriarchal
but with
domineering
mothers, the relation
between
wife
and husband is generally good. Coexistence
is necessary for utili.sing
the material
advantages.
Diffusion
ot._property
is not desired by either
side. By marital union and its suc·Workers
are required
to contribute 6t% of their total income to
Provident
Fund Account,
the management
contributing
the
same
amount.

cessful continuance
the wives mean
to secure property.
Glan influence
is not at all a factor which influences
the relations within the family. The
sense of property makes the women
eager to have intact the savings or
properties in case of dissolution at
the marital contract.
The material
interest of the wives is never merged
but remains individual and different.
The emotional factor is absent in
the husband-wife relationship.
'Love',
as known by people
of advanced
culture,
is unknown
to the tea
worker.
Pre-nuptial
cohabitation
is
not infrequent
but courtship is abo
sent. Next to economic factors is
the sexual relationship
which keeps
wives attached.
Physical beauty has
no con~ribution
to happy conjugal
life.
Mothers remain
attached to chil·
dren up to a certain age. Fathers generally remain attached
to children
in their infancy.
But experience
shows that they do not care much for
children. This author has seen a host
of fathers not at all brooding over
their dying childrerl.
Death of a
child does not matter much to them.
Children, after attaining maturity, do
not care for their parents.
This au·
thor has seen a large number of
mothers leaving their children behind and going away with new men.
Attachment COmes down to zero point
after' the children grow up and the
parents grow old. The relations between brother and brother, sister and
sister and brother and sister almas'
cease after they attain maturity and
marry.
Growing material prosperity, how.
ever, is moulding
interhuman
rela.
tions substantially.
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"We are one nation, one people.
The distress in Bihar, Uttar Pradesh
and other drought affected areas is
India's distress.
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Congress victories in the last three
general elections.
It cannot clearly
do anything on the eve of the fourth
when the Congress is in a far more
precarious condition than it has ever
MOHAN
been before to antagonise
this sec·
tion.
Far from doing so it has dely blame tbe Centre for the shortfall
rationing
system in West
cided to give them a bonus in the
in wheat supplies it has only itself to
Bengal seems to be in its death
shape of a price boost.
This will
blame for the crisis in respect of rice.
throes.
And when its demise finally
undoubtedly
take
'care
of
the
election
The
new
crop
has
just
come
into
the
comes-which
may be any day now
expenses
of
the
ruling
party
which
market
and
even
if
the
Government's
-it will mark the end of the shorttoo are likely to be higher than ever.
rather
\pessimistic
~stimates' about
lived revolution
in food policy ini. Meanwhile people in Calcutta are
this year's production are correct there
tiated by West Bengal's Chief Mini~trying to make the best of the prewas no reaso~ for any difficulty till
tel' only a year ago. The cardinal
sent situation
and making
regular
the lean penod next July.
If the
points of that policy, which was aptrips to nearby are,!s just outside the
difficulty has arisen and only 2000
plaused by many chief ministers but
limits of the 'rationing- areas where
tonnes of rice have been procured so
followed by none, were monopoly
a flourishing trade in flce is going on.
far it is only because the West Benprocurement
of foodgrains, hundred
The
word has evidently been passed
gal
Government
has
abdicated
all
resper cent levy on rice mills, progresround
that the cordon round the city
ponsibility
for
food
procurement.
The
sively larger areas to be brought unis
not
to
be too strictly enforced. It
Food
Corporation
of
India
which
has
der statutory rationing,
extension of
seems
to
be a part of a concerted
been
entrusted
with
the
responsibimodified rationing in all districts of
lity instead can obviously not be ex- policy to pave the way for a formal
the' State, compulsory
levy on big
withdrawal
of the rationing
system.
pected to do very much when Govproducers
and purchase
from the
It is no use blaming the people for
poorer sections at support prices fix- ernment policies have left the field
patronising
the blackmarket
because
clear for rice profiteeers and prices
ed by the State.
they have to eat something and canreign very much ,higher
than
the
Modified rationing which was never
not be expected to, survive on 300
Food Corporation
is offering.
And
really extended to cover all areas that
grams of rice a week.
The worst
if prices h,ave reached even at the
needed it practically came to an end
sufferers
are
of
,course
those
in the
moment
of
the
new
harvest
a
record
some three or four months ago. A
fixed income brackets for whom the
level
it
is
again
because
the
Governfew ration shops dolin?; out a meag:e
end of rationing will mean a further
ment has practically withdrawn
mo·
ration of 500 grams of wheat remaIn
cu t in their real wages.
dified
rationing
throughout
the
State.
in a few areas to remind one of what
'*'
Thus a vicious circle has been estabhad been intended to be a vast netAttempts
to
work out codes of can·
lished.
High
prices
make
procurework of distributing
centres giving
duct for 'political parties during the
ment difficult, and threaten the breakout a kilo of rice and a kilo of wheat
elections are being made at the Cen·
down of the rationing
system and
under the modified rationing system.
tral and State levels. The main can·
this in turn pushes up prices further.
The statutory rationing areas carried
cern
of the ruling party seems to be
The
belated
decision
of
the
Govon bravely despite occasional scares
the law and order aspect of the pro·
ernment of West Bengal to ban pri.
till the month of December
1966.
blem.
But there is more in a fair
~ate wl~olesale trading in foodgrains
And then suddenly the rice quota
election
than the maintenance
at
IS
not
lIkely
to.
make
much
of
a
diffrom the weekly ration was disconpeace.
The odds in favour of the
ference
to
the
situation.
The
deci·
tinued.
The total sup~ly was moreruling party are so heavy that all
sion has come after the bulk of the
over reduced by 250 ?;rams. Resumptalk of a fair election is apt to be a
crop has been harvested
and much
tion of a rice quota of 300 grams has
little
misleading.
Its control of the
of
it
has
already
left
the
hands
of
the
been announced
but from all acadministrative
machinery
and most
peasants.
Even last year when much
counts the stocks in the possession of
of the mass communication
media
more
effective
measures
were
taken
the Government
do not warrant any
for procurement
the only effective col- give it a very considerable advantage
hope that this will be continued reover all opposition parties. Take for
lection was from the poorer section
gularly or increased.
And now comes
instance the radio. As during the last
of the peasants.
It is this section
the news that even wheat stocks are
elections' the use of the radio even
that
Earts
with
its
grain
earliest
and
dwindling
and may give out any
for a few minutes has been denied
latest
day. Desperate appeals by the Chief - by the time the Government's
to opposition
parties.
Attempts to
decision
is
implemented
and
the
FCI
Minister to the Centre have evoked
work out' a formula proved abortive
is
able
to
step
into
the
field
the
food
little response.
Hard pressed by debecause the Congress insisted on getspeculators will have got hold of the
mands from the drought
stricken
ting time in proportion
to the num·
suq~lus
in
the
hands
of
the
poorer
areas of Bihar and other
parts of
bel' of seats held by it. The fact
sectIOns.
India, held on short leash by tbe
that year in and year out the ruling
'*'
'*'
United States, New. Delhi's plight is
party is able to make use of the radio
Tlhe (polides of the Goven-nment
very much like that of the old wonetwork to publicise its activities was
can
only
be
understood
in
the
backman in the shoe and she is behaving
conveniently
ignored.
ground
of
the
coming
elections.
The
very much like her dishing out a lot
Then there is the question of the
Congress
has
always
relied
on
the
joteof froth without any bread and bepreparation
of the electoral roll. The
dars for its votes in the rural areas
ing very liberal with the wQip ..
experience of the last three elections
which
have
been
the
main
factor
in
While West Bengal can legItimate-
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has shown that the ruling party is
able to manipulate
things in such a
way tlnt at least some proportion
of
the opposition votes is excluded and
quite a few spurious names included
in the list. In the urban areas, in
this State at least, bogus voting plays
quite an important role and the ruling party with its greater financial
resources is naturally able to take full
advantage of this. This is especially so because iliose apprehended
of
trying to impersonate
in favour of
the establishment
can always be sure
that they will be able to get away
with it.
And finally there is the tremendous advantage enjoyed by the ruling
party in being able to divert government funds to serve party interests.
Already there are allegations
that
huge funds are, in the name of relief for drought stricken areas, being
used to further the interests of the
Congress.
Even where there is no
drought there are always develop.
ment funds at the disposal of the
Government
and open threats, that
if a constituency
does not vote the
right way its development
will he
impeded,
have been unashamedly
made in the past.
It does not appear that in any
discussions on ensuring a free election these asp~cts of the question
have been taken into consideration.
But if meaningful discussions on fair
and free elections have to take place
it is necessary that ways and means
of reducing election expenditure
and
plugging all existing loopholes that
allow use of the adminstrative
machi.
nery in favour of the ruling party
are plugged.
The least that has of
course to be ensured is that election
workers of opposition parties are able
to operate
freely without
police
harassment.
There
are apprehensions that such harassment
will increase as the elections approach.

,.

,.

Hard
bargaining
between
the
Centre and the State seems to be going on over the size of the State
Fourth Plan.
The State has worked
out a figure of Rs 522 crores as its
requirement
for the Fourth Plan period out of which Rs 240 crores are
expected to come from within West
Bengal.
The latest offer from the
Centre is believed to be for a sum
of Rs 245 crores which include a sum
of Rs 10 crores, being the West Bengal share ofilie
DVC budget.
DifJANUARY
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ferences between the State and the
Centre have prevented
the finalisation 0[. the Fourth Plan outlay for
the State and iliis leaves West Bengal
as one of the few States where this
exercise has not been completed.
The question
of West Bengal's
share of Central revenues and allocations from Central funds has been
one issue where the opposition
and
the ruling party have often taken a
j'oint stand.
That has however not
helped the State very much,
even
though the arguments
in favour of
the State are quite impressive.
As
one of the States that suffered heavily
after the partition and was faced with
problem of the huge refugee influx,
the development
of West Bengal
should certainly be given higher priority by the Centre.
There is moreover the peculiar problem of Calcutta
which is not only the capital of West
Bengal but in more ways than one a
centre of the whole of Eastern India;
its industry provides employment for
a big population
from neighbouring
States.
But allocations are not decided on
merits of arugments advanced.
New
Delhi is now subject to pulls and
pressure~ and States with great pulls
get their way. West Bengal's pull
evidently does not count much. The
only minister from West Bengal in
the Cabinet is one who can hardly
be a considered a· party man and is
clearly in no position to exert pressure even if he happens to hold the
key portfolio of Finance. Other States
have devised numerous ways of exerting pressures on the Centre. Andhra
started an agitation on the Steel plant
and even bargained over parting with
it,S surplus rice demanding
assurance
on the steel plant as price for giving
the rice. West Bengal's
Congress
leaders are too scared of the left
fOI)ces within the State to try any
such moves against the State. A government which leans so heavily on
the Centre for police reinforcements·
and army help can hardly take its
quarrel with it over the fourth plan
allocations
beyond the art of sending memoranda
and appeals.
If for
no oilier reason, a non-Congress ministry in West Bengal would probably be more effective in striking
a better bargain on this issue,

After aU, Mr Krishna
Menon
IS
already a dead horse.
Editorial in Hindusthan
Standard

Chin6 From Outside
C0l)fMENTATOR

INDIAN
interest
in the internal
developments
of China has been
growing steadily ever since the news
of the cultural revolution
broke upon the world.
After a meandering
course, the stream of reports from different parts of the- world, but very
few from Peking itself, has become a
torrent which threatens to flood out
home news from Indian papers. From
the amount of space that is being
daily given to this one topic it would
appear that India's political and economic battles are being fought in the
streets of Chinese cities and the fate
of the power struggle within the Congress depends on who topples whom
in China.
Stories about China are
making lead news in national newspapers for d·ays together, and foreign
correspondents
of Indian newspapers,
such of them as have not been grounded after devaluation,
are frantically
lifting whatever is appearing in those
countries for their papers here. Everything Chinese is news, and at least
one Calcutta paper has thought it fit
to publish prominently
the news of
a routine visit of some Chinese diplomats, not from anywh'ere else but
Delhi, to Calcutta presumably
with
the permission
of the Central Government and within full knowledge
of the West Bengal
G~vernment.
Editorial
comments are mostly concerned wiili the question whether the
events in China can be called a civil
war or not, and they sympathise
openly with the anti-Mao
faction.
No one has, however, connected this
sudden rush of news of internal disorder
in China
with ilie recent
thermo-nuclear
explosion
in China
and speculated
how far the former
will restore the sagging morale of
other nuclear powers as a result of
China's rapid progress towards full
nuclear powerhood.
Though
The Statesman
has con·
ceded that not all the details of the
"hideous
excesses unleashed
by Mr
Mao's new revolutionaries"
may be
authentic,
it has come out with a
lengthy editorial on the ,possible implications of the incidents for China
and the rest of the world.
It says
that many of the current
reports
1'Z

NOW
about China are inevitably based on
unverified
information,
occasionally
on interpretation
or speculation. But
not all the sources are necessarily
suspect and the information
they
have yielded over the past few months
has consistently indicated a gathering
turmoil which may plunge the country into another civil war. What the
vicious
ideological
and _ political
struggles in Peking may portend has
been seen in
anking where, if even
a fraction of the latest reports
are
correct,
rival groups
indulged
in
some of the worst savagery in modern
history.
It is not entirely clear to
the paper whether Mr Mao tried to
convert the critics within the party
to his line of thinking and failed or
whether he thought it better to catch
them unawares by letting the Red
Guards loose. But the fact remains
that he did not hesitate to fight opposition within the party with potentially
uncontrollable
help from
outside.
Not only did he place the
armed forces above the party but,
with the help of Marshal Lin Piao,
I he
also organised an enormous
undisciplined force of young fire-eaters
and employed it in a nation-wide
witch hunt.
The paper cannot dismiss these actions as "inconsequential aberrations"
of a man who was
once an unquestionably
great leader
but has now been reduced to senile
impotence.
Mr Mao is still the dominant figure on the Chinese scene
and must bear primary responsibility
for what has been happening.
Perhaps he does, with jubilation
and
pride; but the time has not yet come
for him to rejoice over final and
complete victory.
Critics of his policy have proved to be stronger and
more numerous than suspected;
the
newly created
instruments
of his
policy have clearly provoked further
resistance.
With the Army under his
control, he may still be able to crush
all opposition,
but a great deal of
what has been built under his leadership may also be' demolished
in
the process. He can only hope that
he will then not find it difficult to,
deal with the monster he seems to
have created in die shape of the Red
Guards.
Ariny vis-a-vis Party
The Times of India also is unable
to call the new phase of the "so-called
cultural revolution"
a civil- war. It
only marks an intensification
of the
struggle {or power that RaS been go18

ing on for some time. In the face of
increased opposition in the Politburo
and the Central Committee
to his
line of thinking
Mr Mao Tse-tung
has beeri forced to depend more and
more on the Army and para-military
Red Guards.
This does not mean
that in the current
phase of the
struggle the Army is pitched on one
side and the party organisation
on
the other.
Perhaps
the Mao-Lin
faction has wider support
in the
Army than in the top organs of the
party; but the division is by no means
clear-cut.
Whatever its outcome, the
current struggle cannot but gravely
dislocate China's political and economic life.
It is clear now that the
ideological
unity which was forged
under Mr Mao Tse-tung's leadership
was a "myth".
Particularly
after the
beginning
of the "great
leap forward" policy in 1958, his line ~f
thinking seems to have met with a
good deal of opposition in the Politburo and other organs of the party.
Even his retirement from the office of
Head of State was perhaps forced on
him.
What transpired
at Politburo
meetings and what were the precise
issues at stake will not perhaps
be
known for a long time. Bu! it will
be naive to take at its face value the
Red Guard propaganda
claim that
all of Mr Mao's political opponents
including Mr Liu Shao-Chi, Mr Teng
Hsiao-ping and Mr Tao Chu, who
were not long ago counted among five
of. his closest comrades-in-arms,
are
less concerned with the preservation
of the revolutionary
elan than the
great leader himself.
li the tactics
adopted by the Red Guards. are any
guide, it is he who can be charged,
more justly, with entertaining
"revisionist" ideas, more appropriate
to
a guerilla leader than to a revolutionary.
Whoever wins in the end,
it is going to be a traum~tic experience for China which is likely to
emerge from the strug~e "dazed and
perhaps somewhar cha1tened".
The Indian
Express
thinks
the
world is obviously about to witness
a major historical event in the coming months.
The repercussions
of
the Chinese power struggle,
which
may stop short of a civil war, will
be felt III many Asian countries.
It
is worth recalling that the cultural
revolution
began with the publication of Marshal Lin Piao's pamphlet
on the future
of communism
in
which he propounded
the thesis that
the revolutionary
forces of the rural

areas of the world would surround
the cities. On the other hand, Prc,i·
dent Liu Shao-chi is accused of fa·
vouring a soft foreign policy. The
. implications
of the victory of one
faction over the other are, therefore.
obvious.
Moreover, the power strug.
gle is unlikely to have a decisive out·
come very quickly.
It must be ver~
small comfort to Mr Mao Tse-tung
to issue orders to the People's Libe·
ration Army, as Pravda claims he ha
done, to put down
trouble
in the
mountainous
south-western
province
of
Szechwan,
which
neIghbours
Yenan.
This is the very area in
which Chairman Mao's guerilla force
was born.
And he, of all person
must know' that while it is relatively
easy for a regular force to control a
city it is by no means simple for it to
control the countryside.
For the pre·
sent it seems that the peasants in
a sizable part of the country are on
President Liu's side. About the reported Sino-Soviet border conflict the
paper says that nuclear . progress not·
withstanding,
and despite reports 01
skirmishes on the border, it is difficult to believe that China's military
leaders are in so suicidal a mood a
to provoke
serious hostilities witb
the Soviet Union.
Besides, Chairman
Mao might need the Army to deal
with the resistance
which the Red
Guards are meeting in China. More·
over, if the Mao-Lin faction needs a
foreign adventure to unite some sec·
tions in the Army which are not
fully committed
to the cultural reo
volution it would perhaps strike at a
power which, unlike the Soviet Union,
could not strike back decisively.
I

Extremists and Moderates
In the opinion of Hindusthan Stan·
dard China is heading for a civil
war; the necessary conditions are
present, though the contending par·
ties may not yet be consciously stri\'·
ing to capture power by and through
armed struggle.
But the logic of the
conflict is fast and inexorjlbly driv·
ing them in that direction.
It is not
yet clear how is the alignment 01
forces, who is fighting whom. The
outside world has to depend entire·
lyon
foreign correspondents
based
in Peking who, on their turn, hal'c to
rely largely on posters put up by
both factions.
Poster-watching ha
in fact, turned out to be an exciting
game, though not as esoteric as bird·
watching but surely "more animat.
ing than girl-watching".
The paper:
I
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is, howeveJ::, able to visualise serious
differences of opinion that could culminate in what is happeninj:!; in Maoland. The third five-year plan could
very well provide the arena for the
two factions.
There could be disputes over the road to socialism, the
pace at which the distance is to be
covered. As the country recovered
from the "disorder of the Great Leap
Forward",
the hard-boiled
Maoist
might have thought that the day's of
a pragmatic, gradualist, comparatively undogmatic
approach
were over
and the country was ripe for a second
heave-forward.
It is equally plausible that the comparatively moderates
vehemently opposed a second leapforward.
The
cultural
revolution
was designed to remove from vanta1!;e
points all those who are poor in
spirit, lacking in proletarian
faith,
who do not share the impatience
of
'the Maoist with the slow rate of
growth.
It evolved for the purpose
the technique of purge by posters.
The solution the cultural revolution
seeks lies in "greater austerity, more
local self-reliance, rapid replacement
of material incentives with political
motivations", and the like. Such measures may succeed up to a limit, but
they can hardly be a complete answer to the paucity of the country's
resources, anti-Maoists
aver.
It is,
according to them, a safe bet that
the second leap-forward will turn out
to be a second leap-backward,
about
as disastrous as the first which is why
the anti-Maoists are fighting
with
their back to the wall.
Amita Bazar Patrika is convinced
that "Mao's China is really in the
grip of a civilar war" in which there
is a curious combination
of personal
rivalries and ideological differences.
The seventeen-year old regime has apparently
developed powerful
inner
contradictions,
and Mr Mao does not
appear to be as capable as Stalin of
mobilising a vast country under a
single banner.
Indeed, the Chinese
leader who, only the other day,
taunted a rival power as a paper tigeris now trying desperately to maintain
his own hold in the restless, aggressive

For NOW contact
Mr Sunil Kumar Mohanta
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State created by himself.
It would
be premature
to predict the fall of
Communism-even
of Maoilim-at
this stage.
But there is no doubt
that Chinese Communism has lost its
internal cohesion and Mr Mao is no
longer its unchallenged
prophet. The
paper thinks anything that happens
in the world's most populous country
is a matter of concern to all countries. The internal turmoil in China
might easily overflow into an international war. The growing pekingMoscow tension is a threat to political equilibrium
in India;
"the bit
terness between the right and the left
inside the C.P.I." is admittedly
a reflect.ion of Sino-Russian
relations.
This split in China cannot but have
widespread repercpssions
in differen t
parts of the world.
Describing
the developments
in
,China as the beginning of the most
acute phase of the ideological rift Mtween the leadership of the Russian
Communist Party and the heirs of Mr
Mao Tse-tung The Hindustan Times
says that reports, mainly from Japan,
disclose a condition of "near-anarchv"
in China.
The Red Guards are a'pparently running things much as they
like, and practically none among the
senior and well known
leaders
of
the Chinese' Communist Party has escaped their cock-eyed scrutiny.
Not
only Mr Liu Shao-chi and Mr Teng
Hsiao-ping but even such charisma-,
tic figures as Mr Chou En-lai and
Mr Chen Yi are reported to be under
severe
,criticism.
Anti-Sovietism
which has now come to represent the
quintessence
of Mr Mao Tse-tung's
thought has not been practised
by
these men as effectively as the Red
Guards would have liked them. The
successful nuclear
experiments
that
Chi~a has conducted must be strengthenmg Mr Mao's defiance of the
Soviet Union.
Chinese leaders,
in
any case, do not expect to be defended by Russia in a nuclear attack.
Economic relations between the two
countries are at their lowest. For the
new year the Chinese have placed for
themselves the target of removing the
present Soviet Communist leadership.
The Russians are similarly engaged
in overthrowing
Mr Mao Tse-tung
and his hard-liners.
The result of
this war of wills may be the biggest
development
for 1967.

The Same Old Thing.
By A

DRAMA

CRITIC

IN

spit.e of its belated arrival, the
motion picture in our country has
become extremely popuJar.
Our city
already has nearly sixty cinema houses
in which as good as 1300 shows are
held each week.
The number
of
theatrical
performances
in Calcutta
per week is, however, around thirty.
If we look to the West, the case of
our theatre seems all the more pathetic. East Germany has 86 regular
theatre houses, West Germany
121,
the city of Paris alone 60. Calcutta
has only seven
(Star, Biswaroopa,
Rungmahal,
Minerva, Theatre
Centre, Mukta Angan and Kashi Viswanath Mancha).
In the midst of such
poverty, the news of the inauguration
of a new theatre-house
is very encouraging to ,any theatre-lover.
In
fact, much to one's dlight, a new
play house, Pratap Memorial
Hall,
has been opened in North Calcutta.
But the play with which the centre
started is so discouraging!
It is so
very old!
The dramatist
has leapfrogged into the eighteenth
century,
found inspiration
from Cibber-KellyCumberland
school and has written
a spurious kind of drama.
But for
the language and complexion of the
artistes, one could very well take it
Eor a twentieth
century variation of
the eighteenth
century
sentimental
comedy. The same set of characters :weeping heroine, scheming might-befather-in-law,
doting
father,
ailing
mother, jocular servant, stammering
nincompoop,
ri<;h and libertine herp
and a man who sponges but has a
golden heart so that he may play the
deus-ex-machina.
The story as usual
is about innocence
offended,
innocence tried, innocence winning.
The
mounting
of the play is iII-planned, unimaginative
and tiresome.
The actors, with the exception
of
Tamal Lahiri and Kalpana Bhattacharjee, do anything but act; their
faces are blunt,
movements
clumsy,
voice too feeble or too thunderous.
One might, by way of a friendly suggestion, ask them to choose some
other profession.
Swarup Mukherjee
somewhat saves the technicians with
his confident handling
of the spot-lights and dimmers.
Who, despite
in
Honest peoPle may not like to visit all these, would be interested
Daag? Young lovers, may be. They
India.
may find this play helpful for some
Letter in Hindusthan
Standard
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NOW
extra-theatrical
reasons.
In the second half of the drama, a place (supposed to be somewhere around Calcutta) is shown, which is unusually
free from retired pensioners, frustrated intellectuals,
prying widowers,
confirmed
bachelors,
bribe-hunting
constables and common urchins-a
place where lovers, to quote Maupassant, could -do all sorts of silly things,
even the silliest of all things.

Two And A Half
By A

FILM

CRITIC

THEKaal
one common element betwee~
,Tumi Aleya and Teesri
Kasam is that both are dispiritingly
tedious. While the Hindi film tries
to be straightforward
entertainment
the Bengali one is a bit of nothing
at all.
Kaal Tumi Aleya is as silly as the
title itself.
It has a queer script
which is riddled
with implausible
details.
Half-a-dozen
subplots run
parallel, with not even a ghost of a
chance of their meeting even in the
infinite. The story is the old hat one
of an idealistic youth whose aspiration is not apparent but who is bestowed the affection of women of all
ages and shades and the bounty of the
millionaire.
The hero being U ttam
Kumar, the rest becomes easy. The
story writer and the director combine
to make the hero almost too noble, too
uncomplaining,
too wide-eyed, quite
literally too good to be true. And to
fill the bill, of course, there is Supriya
Choudhury whose twin purpose seems
to be to carry a bulging bag (she is
a lady doctor) and to appear in haird?s more appropriate
to the pin-up
gul.
There
are character - galore,
more to fit in popular actors than the
story can really contain. The lumbering crackpot of a chemist with a touch
of genius behaving as a riff-raff, the
i~pish neighbour and his grumpy
WIfe whose feud', fills considerable
screen time, even some sort of a physiognomist figures whose daughter is.
abducted. and the end drags nearly
everybody to the court to show us
Shekar Chatterjee wearing the mantle
of a lawyer this time. Even brothels
soliciting street walker are not left.
out in this meandering, never-ending
trivia which is hard to came by even
in local cinema.

The more the sillier. In the flash
back Uttam Kumar's face in a big
close-up stays on the screen in superimposition for irritably
long time
making the flash back itself clumsy in
the process. At certain moments just
nothing happens, some instrumental
music is dished out for our delectation, proof enough of the hero's new
found ability as a music director.
The rest is not. silen'ce either.
For
the film indulges in all sorts of sequences of pretty nothingness to show
off posh Calcutta.
We feel relieved
when Uttam Kumar romps home in
the end which he must, and that is
the end of our misery and the beginning of his blissful existence with the
heroine.
Teesri Kasam

Another

thing common to this and
sentil1lentality. This film, the debut of a
new director, has created some noise
hereabouts
for its supposedly 'unBombay-like' qualities.
I, for the life
of me, fail to find in it anything that
might distinguish it from the run-offthe-mill products of the west coast.
Basically it lacks a theme and any
real depth of characterisation.
Raj
Kapoor finds himself shifted to pastures new as a bullockcart driver exuding opulence <;>fheart to the fare.
When the fare happens to be Waheeda Rehman we are transported to instant fantasy.
Whether the film gains visuallyit was shot on location-it
~oses much
when it walks indoors with its garish
set and knockabout performance. The
air of chic au tdoors and even the
sparkling
performance of Waheeda
Rehman in her Nautanki
numbers
fail to make it any less absurd. The
performers cannot overcome the fatuity of the script.

tourists from other countries will not
go by default.
The three-reeler is frankly pur po..
posive in its aims. The potential
visitor is taken round the Calcutta,
particularly the places likely to be
thronged by the tourists. Digha with
its casuarina trees on the beach and
Darjeering with the majestic hills
and exotic atmosphere are inevitably
there, as are the temple of Bishnupur and the poet's hermitage.
Done
in colour, it has a narrative giving
the uninitiated
an inkling into the
origin of the place and points of interest. The music by Satyajit Ray
adds a new dimension
altogether,
evocative of the spirit of the places
and the temper of the people.

Letters'

Teesri Kasam is their maudlin

_Documentaries

The documentaries and, sorts usually produced by the Government
of
West Bengal are by and large an insult to intelligence .. Last week I happened to see one on family planning
-a
crude kind 1 had even seen before-which
was greeted with derisive laughter by the audience.
But
recently one, Glimpses of West BengalI, sponsored by the Tourist Bureau and directed by the noted art
director
Banshi
Chandra
Gupta,
certainly raises hopes that perhaps in
this International
Tourist year the
fascination of our city and State for

Congress Tactics
In view of the growing repressive
nature of the Congress Government,
the prospects for a "just and smooth"
election are bleak. Many opposition
leaders are being frequently arrested
on fabricated charges to stifle their
election campaign programmes.
To
cite a few examples:
in our State,
the candidate who will oppose the
Chief Minister was suddenly arrested on charges relating to the steel
plant agitation-two
months -after
the agitation.
Another
opposition
candidate was served with "prohibitory" orders banning his movement
out of the town without prior per·
mission.
Many
opposition
leaders
who were arrested in the steel plant
agitation and let off on bail, are rearrested on fresh fabricated charges.
This is all a repetition
of what
happened in Kerala in 1965. After
the Kerala incidents no one is going
to be deceived by the boastful statements of Congress leaders that the
elections would be peaceful.
Under
these circumstances, is it not impera·
tive for the President, who has a constitutional right, to impose his rule
in the. country?
KANTH

Visakha pa tanam

Eden Gardens
Will the bureaucrats
of Writers
Building, including the Police Chief,
explain why the para-military force
of a political party, the Congress Seva-

NOW
dal, was allowed to man the maidan
on January I?
Another
thing.
The army was
called upon to intervene the Eden
Gardens at 10-45 and the platoon
reached the same only at 12-15 p.m.
-only
ninety minutes to reach the
Eden Gardens from Fort William.

have with the public the way this
class of 'public servants' does in a
police state or did under the British
rule in lndia.
ARUN MUKHERJEE

Calcutta

Automation

BANKIM CHATTERJEE

Calcutta
In your editorial
(Now) January
6), you have rightly identified
the
C.A. B. as the real on-the-stage villain of the drama at the Eden Gardens. But we have something to say
about the performance of the police,
too. It has been evidenced on pre·
vious occasions that public-police relationship
in India, particularly in
West Bengal; is steadily deteriorating.
Two decades of experience
have
induced
the police to serve the
party more than the public. That
is why they have not only become unpopular,
but an object of
hatred and target of popular attack.
Moreover, the police seem to bear
the legacy of the British methods at
coercion and oppression.
We do not
know why it is taking unbearably
long time to shake off this wornout,
inhuman British tradition, and we
equally do not know whether even
Mr P. K. Sen will be able to enlighten us in this regard.
We believe the police are after a
certain level of education recruited
and trained in the Police Training
School.
We confess our lack of
knowledge about the exact curriculum of police training, bu t we are
quite sure that they are more trained
in the quick and convenient use of
shields against public brick-bats than
in ·the methods of keeping happy relation with the public aQd of dealing with public cases in a spirit of
service and sympathy. We remember
how photos showing police trainees
with shields in hand were flashed in
all Calcutta dailies, but we do not
remember any I?hoto where a higher
official or a tramer of the police department was imparting
the police
a human method of dealing with public affairs.
Life .today is so gloomy, so depressed and so disturbed that people
have been led to become highly inflammable and hyper-sensitive to any
sort of provocation.
The police
should not be trained (and should
not be financially subsidised for political purpose) and allowed to be-
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We see the drastic job elimination
through rationalisation,
re-organisation and automation affecting job security of thousands of workers in
foreign Oil Companies.
When the
country has not reached the stage of
full employment, we fail to understand how our Government
could
grant licences for import of automatic
and electronic devices draining huge
foreign exchange to take away the
jobs of thousands. The employees of
Caltex have become totally idle and
jobless and are continuing peaceful
'sit-in' demonstration
day and night
since 24-10-66 for restoration of work
and job security. The oil industry in
India as a whole is flourishing, its business 'volume is increasing.
What,
then, is the justification for making the
innocent and sincere workmen jobless
and retrench them in the name of
'voulntary retirement'?
The Government should address itself to the task
of solving this problem, which cannot remain undecided for long.
,

NIRMAL

MUKHERJEE

Calcutta

Tanning After The Ban
I feel sorry for rhy friend who
spends his evenings in buying shoes
[or his friends who are mostly European sailors.
He will be no more
busy in the evenings to come because
his friends will not any more feel
excited to think that in India they
can buy a pair of sandals at the paltry price of Rs 55. On some occasions I accompanied my friend during those shoppings and shall I forget
the happy looks of those sailors carrying three pairs of shoes and sandals?
But the days are numbered.
Any
day, I expect, there will be a total
ban on £ow slaughter and there will
be no shoes which you now buy at
Rs 15 a pair (forget the sailors and
those shoes).
And there won't be
any leather suitcase
either.
The
prices of suitcases
have already
trebled-during
the period between
August and December-because
Madras and Bihar, banning cow-slaugh/

ter, shall not export any more hides
to Calcutta.
It is in a way good. I was once
taken on an educational programme
to visit a tanning factory in Tangra.'
For three days, after the visit, did my
classmates and I stink? After the ban,
those thousands working in the fac.tories, I assure you, will not stink.
What will they do to earn money,
pray?
For that, don't ask me.
PULAK

DE

Calcutta

Grow More Food
Our honourable
Chief Minister
laid almost a year ago an emphasis
on producing food and vegetable,. not
to speak of other places, in the flowergardens of the Governor's House also.
No man in history, perhaps even not
Mohummud
Bin Tugluk
himself,
could claim all for himself the un·
alloyed originality of such a plan as
this. And I do not, therefore, nor
certainl y can I, question
the success of such a noble mission; for, if
not anything else, much fertile brain
and much money had been invested
there for the implementation
of the
plan.
But, fie on me I half-fed and
haH-naked a citizen of India as prac·
tically I am, I cannot, though I
should, strain myself further in admiring and eulogising such an adventure of our Government.
Now I only
pray and ask to satisfy my little, insignificant, condemnable curiosity to
know how much food and vegetable
our Government of West Bengal has
so far been successful in producing in
that royal piece of fertile stone·
paved land.

A ward Or Affront ?
Pitambar Guin's article 'Award or
Affront' (Now) January 6) is bold in
revealing the truth about the many
follies in our cultural world where
any person in sound financial posi.
tion can do anything of his choice.
Even when our politics is dictated
and guided by a few impostors we
don't want our culture to be controlled by persons 'who should have
no business with anything even remotely related to culture', in spite of
the undue support they receive from
the Government.
JYOTIRMOY

January 20,1967
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